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Air pollution makes
headlines in Delhi

Global Burden of Diseases 2010: House hold air pollution second
largest killer in India………..

•About 1.04 million direct
premature deaths from
indoor air pollution
annually in 2010
•31.4 million disability
adjusted life years—
measure of years lost due
to ill-health, disability

Source: http://cseindia.org/content/air-pollution-now-fifth-largest-killer-india-says-newly-released-findings-global-burden-dise
Source: http://cseindia org/userfiles/global burden aaron pdf

India: In grip of killer particles and
multi pollutant crisis
• Close to half of urban population
b th th
breath
the air
i which
hi h exceeds
d th
the
standard of PM10.
•One
O third
thi d off urban
b population
l ti lilive iin
cities with PM10 levels classified as
critical -- close to Japan’s population.
A sizeable fraction of urban population
breathes the air which exceeds the
standard of NO2.

Source: CSE computed based on data from Central Pollution Control Board, India

• What do we know about Bengaluru’s
Bengaluru s air
quality?

Air quality monitoring
• There are 29 air quality monitoring stations in Karnataka

• Bangalore has 9 stations

Source: CPCB

Southern cities: Bangalore 57% increase in PM10
between 2010 & 2014, -- highest amongst other
southern
th
cities
iti

PM10 levels in Bangalore
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Annual Nox levels low but rising
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• On an average Nox levels have increased by 3% 201314 and 2014-15.

NO2 levels in southern region: emerging
concern

 All cities in 2010 met the standard. But Bengaluru has exceeded standards
occasionally
g Bengaluru
g
, Mysore,
y
, Coimbatore,, Salem,,
 Ten cities have moderate levels ((including
Madurai, Hyderabad, Trivendrum, Nalgonda, and Patanchaeru)
 72% of monitored cities have ‘low’ levels.

Rapid build up of ambient PM2.5 this winter
i Bengaluru
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Toxic air
Bengaluru:
B
Benzene
levels
l l
Toxics are harmful even at
trace amount

• Our health matters……..

The GBD numbers………..

South has comparatively lower pollution levels than North…
…..But
But health impacts are large
large. Most of the health effects occur at
much lower levels. Need to meet tighter targets.

HEI Global Burden of disease, 2013

Integrated Exposure-Response function for Ischemic Heart
Disease

Most studies done by doctors themselves…….

Who has done the studies?

Source: CSE

Studies have responded to the
emerging concerns in air quality
quality…
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Studies looking at a more diverse
health end points….
p

No. off studies

Predictably respiratory health symptoms dominate….
Broadens to other health end points – cardiovascular, eye disorders, cellular changes,
cancer, premature deaths….
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Global studies ….
Looking beyond lungs ……
Diabetes: First large-scale population-based study links diabetes with air pollution.
c ease in insulin
su resistance
es s a ce in lab
ab test
es …. a
and
da
an increase
c ease in markers
a eso
of inflammation
a
a o
Increase
(which may contribute to insulin resistance) after particulate exposure.
Strong and consistent association between diabetes prevalence and PM2.5
concentrations. For every 10 μg/m3 increase in PM2.5 exposure, there was a 1 percent
increase in
diabetes prevalence. Counties with highest versus the lowest
levels of
PM2.5 pollution had a more than 20% increase in diabetes, which remained after
controlling
t lli for
f diabetes
di b t risk
i k factors.
f t
(Diabetes
(Di b t Care
C
2011)
Heart:
Acute Effects of Fine Particulate Air Pollution on Cardiac Arrhythmia:Conclusion: PM2.5 exposure
within approximately
pp
y 60 min was associated with increased PVC counts in healthy
y individuals. ((He
F et all 2011The
2011Th APACR S
Study.
d E
Environ
i
H
Health
lhP
Perspect))

Blood pressure
Traffic-related Air Pollution and Blood Pressure in Elderly Subjects With Coronary Artery Disease:
Found positive associations of systolic and diastolic BP with air pollutants
pollutants. The strongest
associations were with organic carbon, multiday average exposures, ect. (Delfino, Ralph J.a et al
2010,, Epidemiology, May 2010)

Effect on foetus: Studies have shown damaging impact of PAH on even fetus

Emerging evidences of health
impacts in India……
Alveolar macrophage - biomarker of air
pollution

Exposed group; Kolkata
taxi driver
Control area:
Sundarbans

Increase in AM number

Larger AM – particle laden

Source: CNCI

Health of children
compromised……
compromised
2012 epidemiological study on
children in Delhi ((CPCB and
Chittaranjan National Cancer Institute
of Kolkata):
-- Covered 11,628 school-going
children from 36 schools.
-- Every third child has reduced
lung function.
function Sputum of Delhi’s
children contains four times more
iron-laden macrophages than those
from cleaner environs
environs, indicating
pulmonary hemorrhage.
-- The levels of these biomarkers
in children have been found to be
higher in areas with high PM10
levels.

Al
eolar macrophage
tion
Alveolar
macrophage: the biomarker of air poll
pollution

Sputum cytology of a 14‐year
14 year old
girl, showing abundance of particle
laden AM

Co-relating health evidences with air pollution
in Delhi

Traffic pollution and health
• A hospital based study conducted by H. Paramesh on 20,000 children under the age of 18 years

from 1979,1984,1989,1994 and 1999 in Bangalore showed a prevalence of 9% respectively and the
increased prevalence correlated well with demographic changes of the city.
city

• A school survey in 12 schools on 6550 children in the age group of 6 to 15 years was also
undertaken for prevalence of asthma and children were categorised into three groups depending
upon tthe
upo
e geog
geographical
ap ca ssituation
tuat o o
of tthe
e sc
school
oo in relation
e at o to vehicular
e cu a ttraffic
a ca
and
d tthe
e soc
socioeconomic
oeco o c
group. Group I-children from schools of heavy traffic area showed 19.34% prevalence, group IIchildren from heavy traffic region and low socioeconomic population had 31.14% and group IIIchildren from low traffic area school had 11.15% respectively. A continuation of study in rural areas
showed 5.7% in children of 6-15 years. The persistent asthma also showed an increase from 20%
to 27.5%
27 5% and persistent severe asthma 4% to 6.5%
6 5% between 1994
1994-99
99.
• A study involving 292 healthy males aged between 20-60 years (144 from urban area as study
group and 148 as control group from rural Bangalore) found significant decrease in ventilator
parameters like FVC; FEV1; FEV1/FVC%; PEF; FEF25-75%; Vmax25%; Vmax50% & Vmax75% in
p
study group compared with control group. The study concluded that long-term exposure to high
concentrations of ambient air pollutants is responsible for the decline in ventilatory function tests.
• According to a survey by Breathe Blue’15, Bangalore is ranked second in the list of polluted cities
with 14% school children suffering due to air pollution.
pollution Delhi ranked first with 21%,
21% Mumbai third
with 13% and Kolkata fourth with 9% school children respectively.

Air p
pollution and toxic risk
The endpoint of the toxic risk is cancer. The WHO has reclassified air
pollution and particularly diesel emissions as a class 1 carcinogen
According to the the National Cancer Control Programme in India over 700,000
new cases and 300,000 people are set to die every year. NCCP’s forecast -- by
2026, more than 1.4 million people will be falling in the grip of the disease.
-- NCCP has listed greater exposure to environmental carcinogens as one of
the most important reasons.
-- The mitigation strategy must reduce environmental risk from all factors – and
air pollution is an important factor
Numerous studies in the West assessed the causes such as genetic
susceptibility, environment factors and lifestyle.
Found overwhelming influence of environmental factors.
factors

India and Asia’s unique public health
challenge
•

The Asiawide review of existing studies show that the estimated health
effects are similar to those found in the extensive studies in western
co ntries
countries.

•

But the risk in south Asia could be more serious. Science has yet to
assess our unique risk factors

•

Extremely high levels of particulates and pollution cocktail -- the problem
of exposure to multiple pollutants

•
•

Impact of poverty: Socio economic variables are not included in health
studies to influence public policy. Sporadic studies elsewhere show poor
are more susceptible

Understand risk transition
•

Double burden of disease. Modern or community risks increasing

•

This has important implication for environmental monitoring strategies

We need strong controls at the early stages of motorisation

• The complex story of vehicular pollution

Where is pollution coming from?
Vehicles? Industry? Power plants?
Generator sets? Open
p burning?
g
Do not know accurately. Inventories too
inadequate
Limited and partial studies constrain
policy decision
Need good science to fight lobbies

Vehicles: Prime source of emissions
•Vehicles contribute 42% and 68% of
PM10 and NOx emissions load
respectively.
ti l 2/3rds
2/3 d off NO
NOx emissions.
i i
•Diesel generator and transport
emissions contribute to more than 90%
of the
o
e NOx
O e
emissions
ss o s in the
e Bangalore
a ga o e
city. (Sources: National summary of source
apportionment studies)

People living close to roads are most exposed to
vehicular fume
Evidence from Delhi….
Delhi
Stunning evidences in Delhi
New research
N
h in
i Delhi
D lhi from
f
University of California,
Berkeley:
--- Commuters breathe far more
harmful particles inside vehicles
while traveling compared to the
ambient concentration.

Large number of people
live within 300- 500 meters of a major
p
to p
primary
y traffic
road. Exposures
generated pollutants are of public health
concern. Change monitoring practice….
Include road side monitoring….

-- The PM2.5 concentrations
inside vehicles can be 1.5 times
higher than the surrounding
background air and ultra
ultra-fine
fine
levels about 8.5 times higher.
-- The short-term peaks during
travel can go above 1000
microgramme per cum – nearly
16 times the daily limit.

A bi t air
Ambient
i quality
lit vs Exposure
E
Total air quality approach focuses on the
relative contribution of different pollution
sources to to the ambient pollution

Chennai
PM2.5 emission apportionment

More important to understand the relative
health risk of various sources in cities –
Exposure -- emission-to-intake relationship for
a specific source as the fraction of emissions
inhaled by an exposed population .
Pollution concentration in our breathe is 3-4
times higher than the ambient air
concentration.

PM2.5 exposure apportionment

Vehicular emissions contribute to significant
human exposure. In densely-populated cities
more than 50 – 60% of the population lives or
works near roadside where levels are much
higher.
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Source: S Guttikunda – SIM Air

Exposure to Vehicle Emissions
In Kolkata and Delhi, the people’s exposure to vehicle
exhaust is 3 to 4 times higher than the world average

Exposure (iF) is
the populationweighted intake
fraction, or the
grams of
vehicle
pollution
inhaled per
grams of
vehicle
pollution
emitted.

Estimates from Apte, J. S., Bombrun, E., Marshall, J. D., & Nazaroff, W. W. (2012). Global Intraurban Intake Fractions for Primary
Air Pollutants from Vehicles and Other Distributed Sources. Environmental Science and Technology, 46(6), 3415–3423.

• CSE exposure monitoring in Bangaluru
Bangaluru….

New Study on exposure of majority citizens
while
hil travelling
t
lli
•

•

•
•
•

CSE has
h used
d a state
t t off the
th artt portable
t bl air
i quality
lit monitoring
it i
equipment to track how much pollution an individual in Bengaluru is
exposed to while travelling. This dustrak aerosol monitor measures
the mass and size fraction of the particulate matter.
Monitoring in different land use areas including sensitive areas like
hospitals (Fortis, Manipal Hospital), Schools (Bishop Cotton boys
and girls), industrial area (Peenya), Electronic city, and residential
areas.
Monitoring on different transportation modes -- walking, bus, car
and auto.
This exposure has also been compared with the background
ambient levels monitored by the Central pollution control board for
the city.
Monitoring in second week of December

Real time PM2.5 (mic
crogram/cubic me
etre)

Real time Exposure Monitoring
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On days when CPCB data shows average ambient PM2.5 levels in the city in the range of 27 to
75 microgramme per cum – the actual exposure levels in the city were three to 12 times these
background ambient levels. The worst area - Peenya industrial area with highest peak followed
by K R Road and Manipal hospital. CPCB value for Peenya during exposure monitorin was 75
microgram/cubic metre. But real time exposure for those hours was 400 microgram/cubic metre.

Exposure during travel by different modes
off transport
t
t
300

Real time PM2.5 ((microgram/cubic
R
c metre)
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Auto ((BEL road-Bishop
p Cotton))

Non AC bus ((Brigade
g
roadElectronic City)

AC Car ((Electronic Cityy
Sheshadripuram)

Walk ((KR circle))

CSE assessment of exposure to pollution while traveling on
roads
Average exposure to PM2.5 ranged between 192 to 642
micrgramme
g
p
per cum. Peaks as high
g as 457 to 1170. The average
g
ambient level ranged between 191 to 277.
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Source: Based on CSE exposure monitoring and DPCC data for ambient levels

Air p
pollution control: a difficult
challenge….
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Lesson from Delhi…
First generation action 1998-2008
Enforced Euro II emissions standards in 2000, five years ahead of schedule, Euro
III in 2005; unleaded petrol
Mandated pre-mix petrol to two- and three-wheelers

Implemented largest ever CNG programme: Largest ever public transport bus and
three-wheeler fleet on natural gas
Capped the number of three-wheelers
Phased out 15 year old commercial vehicles
Strengthened vehicle inspection programme (PUC)
Eff t made
Efforts
d to
t bypass
b
transit
t
it traffic
t ffi
Relocated polluting industry; Stricter action on power plants; two power plants on
natural gas; Ban on open burning

Second generation action 2008 - 2014
Metro system expanded
Close to 6000 new buses
Euro IV standards in 2010; upgraded PUC tests
Air Ambience Fund in 2009
40 km of cycle tracks with new footpaths in 2010
Marginal increase in parking prices in NDMC area

40

Delhi has lost its gains. After a
short respite pollution curve turns
upward
Particulate pollution decline and rise again
due to rapid increase in vehicle numbers

Based on CPCB data

NO2 levels rising steadily

41

MOBILITY CRISIS
Cities are losing battle of car‐bulge: The rapid increase in
vehicles is destroying all gains of air pollution and health

42

Galloping vehicle numbers

Registered vehicles in Karnataka

Motorisation based on outdated polluting
technology and fuels locking up enormous
pollution and ill health…..
health

Need stringent and
preventive action and
decision here to influence
the future stock -- several
times higher than the
legacy stock

45
Source: CSE

India -- Weak emissions standards
for new vehicles…. 10-15 years
behind Europe
Diesel car PM norms in g/km

Euro IV norms 10
years behind
Europe; Euro III
15 years behind
Europe
Leapfrog to Euro VI
standards in 2020

Source: India, Europe compiled from Diesel Net, USA data
provided by Axel Friedrich, Germany

Note: Europe has additionally introduced particle number standards at Euro V
level
Future norms of US and Europe are tightening NOx norms for diesel more

Diesel: License to Pollute

NOx norms for cars

PM norms for cars

One diesel car emits as much NOx as 3 to 5 petrol cars. PM is several times higher
Source: MP Walsh

Ironic: Rich use diesel subsidy to spew toxic emissions
But regulations do not force diesel to meet the clean benchmark
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Better fuel efficiency of diesel cars is being traded off for a very serious toxic risk
Source ARAI

Dieselised: How safe it is to have diesel
particles in our air?
Other governments consider toxic Air contaminant Unit Risk Factors to
prioritise action
p
Toxic Air Contaminant

Unit Risk/Million
People

Detection limit (ppb)

Acetaldehyde

2.7

0.10

B
Benzene

29

00
0.05

1,3-Butadiene

170

0.04

Carbon Tetrachloride

42

0.02

Chromium, Hexavalent

150,000

0.06 (in nanogram)

Para-Dichlorobenzene

11

0.30

Formaldehyde

6

0.10

Methylene Chloride

1

0.10

Perchloroethylene

5.9

0.01

Diesel particulate
matter

300

N/A

Note: Unit Risk represents the number of excess cancer cases per million people per micrgramme per cubic meter TAC concentration over a 70 year lifetime
exposure
A diesel particulate matter unit risk value of 300 is used as a reasonable estimate in the “Risk Reduction Plan to reduce Particulae Matter Emissions from
Diesel Fuelled Engines an vehicles (ARB, October 2000)
Source: California Air Resource Board

The shocker: Cancer risk of diesel

June 2012
The WHO/
International Agency
on Cancer Research
reclassify diesel
emissions as class 1
carcinogen -- same
carcinogen,
class as tobacco for
its strong link with
lung
g cancer.
But India is
dieselising
d
ese s g very
ey
rapidly
Source: MP Walsh

Massive loading of toxic pollution
from trucks: Case of Delhi
Upto 30% of the problem can be
curtailed with stringent action
PM Load

NO2 L
Load
d

Source : CSE
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Leapfrog to Euro VI to become fuel
neutral
Trend in heavy duty emissions norms

Particulate norms for diesel car

NOx norms for petrol and diesel cars. (Diesel
emissions equalize with petrol only at Euro
VI level)

Note: PM emissions from petrol vehicles are so negligible that these are not regulated in petrol vehicles
Source: Based on data available in www.dieselnet.com

Note: Europe has additionally introduced particle number standards at Euro V
level
Future norms of US and Europe are tightening NOx norms for diesel more

Improve heavy duty emissions

Trend in heavy duty emissions norms

Note: Europe has additionally introduced particle number standards at Euro V
level
Future norms of US and Europe are tightening NOx norms for diesel more

Cracking down on diesel pollution in Delhi

• Supreme Court ruling for Delhi and National
Capital Region December 16 2015
• Stop entry of pre-2005 trucks into Delhi
• Double the environment compensatory charge
on trucks
t k
• Stop registration of diesel run luxury cars and
S
Suvs
in
i NCR
• Taxi fleet in Delhi and NCR to be entirely on
CNG

New study provides clinching evidence to take
stringent measure on diesel in Delhi

Diesel cars are a quarter of total cars in Delhi. But
these emit 60-70
60 70 per cent of the PM2.5 from vehicles
Source: Draft Repor IIT Kanpur

Leapfrog with CNG….

Huge drop in PM emissions. NOx
emissions also decline

Moderate drop in
NO emissions
NOx
i i

-- Euro II diesel:
6.24 g/km, -- Euro II
CNG: 5
5.35
35 g/km

Source: Teri

Comparative emissions of Indian diesel and CNG buses (Euro II
vintage)

Type of bus

CO
g/km

HC
g/km

NOx
g/km

PM
g/km

Euro II diesel bus on
500 ppm sulphur fuel +
DOC

1.45

0.29

6.24

0.35

Euro II diesel bus on
350 ppm sulphur fuel +
DOC

0.65

0.15

5.85

0.11

Euro II diesel bus on 50
ppm sulphur fuel + CRT

1.42

0.04

13.58

0.009

Euro II CNG bus
+three way catalytic
converter

3.18

1.455

5.35

0.0065

Source: ARAI/Teri
Source: TERI

Even climate benefit……
Evidence on tailpipe CO2 emissions from India
Type of bus

CO2
g/km

Euro II diesel bus on 500 ppm sulphur
fuel + DOC

798.7

Euro II diesel
E
di
lb
bus on 350 ppm sulphur
l h
fuel + DOC

766 1
766.1

Euro II diesel bus on 50 ppm sulphur
f l + CRT
fuel

781.38

Euro II CNG bus +three way catalytic
converter

729.74

-- Climate mitigation has not been the primary driver of NGV programme.
-- But GHG reduction potential is drawing attention now
-- Globally, on well to wheel basis 25% average reduction in CO2 (e) compared to gasoline LDV is
reported. In relation to diesel results are mixed and depends on type and level of technology. NGV
can have lower fuel efficiency (IEA 2010)

Second generation CNG
Significant gains
CSIR-IIP-University of Alberta study:
:
-- Ultrafine particles from Euro IV Indian
diesel bus - 600 to 2000 times more than
the Euro IV CNG bus.
-- CNG ultrafine emissions are less or close
to Euro VI standards for particulate
number.
b
-- Diesel bus emits 1000 times more
ultrafine particle numbers than Euro VI
limit on transient cycle.
-- CNG buses have performed much better
on all parameters than the diesel bus –
CO, NMHC, NOx, and are close to Euro
VI norms
-- Diesel bus – CO is19 times higher, NMHC
47 times higher,
higher and NOx 17 times higher
than Euro VI emissions standards.

-- Ultrafine from CNG bus is 12 to 40 times

higher than advanced Canadian bus with
traps But Indian diesel bus emits 28
traps.
28,000
000
times higher ultrafines than the Canadian
bus – much worse than Indian CNG bus.

CO
(gm/kwh
)
Diesel
bus
Accelerati 7.87
7 87
on
Cruise
2.68

NMHC
(gm/kwh
)

NOx
(gm/kwh
)

Total
Particles

7 58
7.58

8 42
8.42

6.45x10
6
45x1014

‐

7.14

4.46x1014

0.15

0.87

2.78x1011

0.57

0.82

4.37x1011

0.13
0.16

0.40
o.46

CNG bus
Accelerati 0.43
on
Cruise
2.2
Euro VI
(WHSC)
(WHTC)

1.5
0.40

How CNG buses will meet Euro VI norms in India?
Diesel technology roadmap
-- Euro IV: Change in injection system + turbo charge+ cooler EGR+oxi cats
+ lowering of fuel sulphur
-- Euro VI: Improve fuel atomisation with increased injection pressure+
Constantlyy regenerating
g
g traps
p for PM control + SCR for NOx control
CNG technology roadmap
-- Euro II: Conventional stoichiometric engines
g
with mechanical air-to fuel
mixing systems+ exhaust oxygen sensor+ cats
-- Euro III: Moved to lean burn engine with oxi cats
-- Euro IV: Improved stoichiometric engine with port injection + three way
catalytic converts
-- Euro VI: Advanced stoichiometric engine + cooled EGR + turbo charging
+improved
i
d combustion
b ti chamber
h b + Th
Three W
Way C
Catalytic
t l ti converter
t

Diesel and CNG pathways to meet Euro VI norms
Diesel emissions control route more complicated

• Address mobility crisis
crisis…………..

Challenge of mobility crisis
…… an increasing
share of our daily
trips are being made
by cars that occupy
more road space,
carry fewer people,
pollute more, guzzle
more fuel. They edge
out pedestrians,
bicycles, cycle
rickshaws and
buses………..

Mobility challenges

Bengaluru:
-- About 3.8 million vehicles registered till June 2011. The vehicle stock in Bengaluru
is half of that of Delhi. Yet gridlocked.
-- More than 1300 vehicles are registered every day. Two wheelers and cars are
90%
% off the total registered vehicles.
-- Travel speed has dropped to 15 kmph during the peak hours.
2 5 times higher than its designed capacity –
-- On most roads traffic volume is 2.5
result gridlocks.
-- An average citizen of Bengaluru spends more than 240 hours stuck in traffic each
year resulting in loss of productivity
productivity, reduced air quality
quality, reduced quality of life
life, and
increased costs of goods and services.
-- 120 lakh person trips by mechanical modes are estimated to be generated in
2025 Present modal split of 54% in favor of public transport is estimated to fall to
2025.Present
49% by 2025.

Congested and paralysed……

Bengaluru Chennai
Bengaluru,
Chennai, Hyderabad face severe congestion

Source: Anon Wilbur Smith/MOUD

Roads with high ratio of vehicle numbers
to road capacity

Saturated road space………………
p

Roads hitting dead end in Delhi
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Roads expansion cannot keep pace with rising number of
vehicles

Volume of travel much higher in bigger cities
T t l daily
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Source: Anon Wilbur Smith/MOUD

Increased travel distances
Average travel distance high in
Bengaluru Hyderabad
Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Chennai
Chennai. But
less in smaller cities. Majority trips
within small distance range

In Chennai and smaller cities walking and
cycling trips are higher than car and twowheelers trips.
In Hyderabad it is nearly equal
In Bengaluru and Kochi walking and cycling
trips have fallen below car and two-wheeler
trips

Positioning the debate
– 30-60%
30 60% trips carbon neutral
and low polluting.
– Logical in cities where
average distance
di t
off 85% off
travel trips is less than 10
km; nearlyy 40- 45% is less
than 5 km.

Reality check in Delhi
P bli transport
Public
t
t losing
l i ground
d

Source: Anon 2008, transport demand forecast study: study and development of an integrated cum multi modal public transport network for NCT of Delhi, RITES, MVA Asia Ltd, TERI, September

Numbers and modal share in Bengaluru

Cars are 20% of the fleet. But meet
less than 10% of the travel demand

Source: Bangalore Mobility Indicators 2010-11

Multi-modal public transport network in
Bangalore
•

•

A multi-modal public transport network for the
proposed
p
to be developed
p to
BMA has been p
meet expected commuter’s travel needs
The city has come up with a multi modal
integration of different modes to ease the
traffic and have the effective use of public
transport

Buses.............
-- Spine of public transport: Buses provide the
bulk of public transport services – as much as
40 60 per cent – in cities that have city bus
40-60
services.
-- Buses allow greater flexibility, geographical
coverage, cost effectiveness, and space
efficiency Can flexibly and easily meet the
efficiency.
needs of changes in demography and land
use. It can cover areas with lower travel
demand.
-- A bus occupies twice the road space taken by
a car but carries 40 times the number of
passengers. Bus can displace anywhere
between 5 and 50 other vehicles and allow
enormous oil and pollution savings (IEA)
(IEA).
-- Poor people are most dependent on
affordable and cheap public transport to
access jobs and services. Urban poor can
use upto 25-30
25 30 per cent of their income on
transportation.
-- Per person emissions several time less than
cars

Bus transport can make a big
diff
difference…
•

BANGALORE: ADB study -- An
increase in bus share from 62% to
80% saves equal to 21% of the fuel
consumed in the base case.

•

Leads to 23 per cent reduction in total
vehicles
hi l and
d ffrees-up road
d space
equivalent to taking off nearly
418,210 cars from roads.

•

CO2 emissions can drop by 13 per
cent. PM can drop by 29 per cent and
NOx 6 per cent

•

BMTC had made significant turn
around in bus operations

Bengaluru: takes action
• Increased supply of buses
• Improved
p
q
quality
y and reliability
y
• Introduced reform of operations,
infrastructure technologies and service
infrastructure,
conditions
• Built modern bus depots – Traffic and
Transit Management Centre
• Started
St t d bus
b day
d tto build
b ild awareness

BMTC
As of 2013-14, BMTC has 6,775 buses. Average age of the bus is 5.3 years.
Fleet utilisation is 91.2%. BMTC buses carry 5 million passengers per day.
Passengers carried per day

Source: BMTC

Load factor (%)

Bus Day
• BMTC is organising Bus Day on 4th of every month since February 4, 2010
• Bus Days have contributed in reducing air pollution, traffic congestion and
p
.
diesel consumption

Ambient air quality at St. John’s Hospital Road, Koramangala, Bangalore

BMTC: innovative reforms increase
ridership
p
• BMTC’s

focus is on treating the bus as a ‘service’ and improving the
institutional and financial preparedness for providing this service.
service
• BMTC has from the beginning focused on segmented bus services to
cater to different commuting requirements,
requirements and high quality facilities for
bus users.
• It has also opted for innovative fiscal models to cushion some of its
costs. One of the first things the BMTC has capitalised on is its land
assets. It has used its depot and station areas to develop office spaces
as well
ell as a range of facilities for bus
b s users.
sers Rentals from the office
spaces are a source of regular income.
• With allll these
th
i t
interventions,
ti
B
Bangalore
l
h increased
has
i
d its
it bus
b ridership
id hi
by 64% since 2004 and by 9% since 2009. This is a significant jump
when bus ridership is sliding in many cities..

Tumkur initiative
• The KSRTC, while launching
g the new bus system
y
in 2011,

adopted low fare-high frequency policy supplemented by
strong monitoring to create a niche for itself.
• The KSRTC reported a 20% modal shift — mainly from
para-transit — immediately
p
y after the introduction of the bus
service.
• It could also recover its cost of operations and make a
small profit.

One-ways
increase
distance,
di
driving, fuel use
and pollution
Photo Credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/vasumn/630952679/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Complex network of
unidirectional
idi
i
l roads.
d Most
road less than 4 lanes wide
g
one‐way.
y
are designated
Has it helped?
Bangalore Mobility Indicators
2011 shows increasing
congestion. Congestion index
growing
i ffrom 0
0.33
33 in
i 2008 to
0.37 in 2011

Photo Credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/matt_mlinac/4464841454/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Flyovers and signal free
corridors make for unsafe
territories
Bengaluru has best bus
service but worst accessibility
to bus (Wilbur Smith/MoUD)
One-ways limit access to bus
stops: pedestrian cannot
cross roads
Poor access: Jaanagraha
survey: Only 0.33% of 238
kms of footpaths surveyed
across the city have good
walkability

How can public transport, walk and
cycle work here?
Engineering changes once made cannot be reversed easily… It permanently
decides our travel choices and locks up pollution
pollution…..Traffic
Traffic and pollution
impact of infrastructure is never carried out………
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Case Study – Outer Ring Road (Nehru Place Flyover)
Travelling from A to B

Originally 30M across the road

P
Pamposh-Enclave
hE l

Nehru Place

B
A
CR Park
Kalkaji
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Case Study – Outer Ring Road (Nehru Place Flyover)
Travelling from A to B – Pedestrian Route 1

1000M via FOB

Pamposh-Enclave

Nehru Place

B
FOB
CR Park

A

Kalkaji
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Delhi is developing guidelines for modal
interchange location

Delhi‐‐ UTTIPEC/DDA guidelines
Bus stop,
B
t
cycle
l rental:
t l within
ithi 50 meter
t level
l l
walk from station exit
Cycle and two wheeler parking :within 100
meter level walk from station exit
Auto rickshaw stand: within 150 meter level
walk from station exit
Private car/taxi/auto rickshaw “drop off”:
with barrier‐free of exiting pedestrians and
NMT

Metro
station/Public
transport
interchange
point

Pedestrian exits, bus‐stops
bus stops and Cycle
Cycle‐rickshaw
rickshaw
stands must be closest to main pedestrian
exits from station.
Car parking if provided, must be BEYOND 250
M distance of Station/ or PT interchange point
Pairing of Origin‐Destination (O‐D) Nodes:
Provide cycle/ auto stands at nearby
important destinations.
Si
Signages
at both
b h end
d locations.
l
i
Private car parking only at Terminal Stations.
Discourage car parking at Stations within
inner‐city urbanized areas.

Walk and cycle will go down because cities will
become bigger.
gg Cities with shorter trip
p length
g
have higher share of walking and cycling

Source: Based on MOUD/WSA 2008

Bangalore: Walkable?

Source: CSE

Bangalore’s Tender S.U.R.E Project:
step forward
•

Bangalore’s modal share of NMT trips fell from
55% in 1980 to 10% in 2006

•

Tender S.U.R.E - Re-design of roads prioritising
q
of p
pedestrians and cyclists
y
the requirements

•

Attempt to make key stretches more accessible
and usable for all

•

Works around need for constant digging up of
roads by integrating dedicated utility ducts

•

Design solution prioritises needs of NMT and
calls for accommodative behavioral change
from motorists

•

Piloted on 7 key stretches of roads in Phase I

Status Quo?
•

Backlash from citizen and media:
Reduced carriageway space

•

Perception of added inconvenience
to motorists, lack of visibility and
representation from NMT users

•

Bangalore’s system of one-ways and
overcrowded carriageways add to
implementation woes

•

Absence of integrated approach –
On-street parking policy and proper
implementation of traffic regulations
missing

Policy
y murmurs on NMT
•

Bangaluru framed a policy on pedestrian movement for BMR in
2008

•

g & Chickpet
p Areas are to be
Some zones -- Gandhi Nagar
pedestrianised

•

Commercial Street and Brigade Road - To be designated as
CLOSED FOR VEHICLES FROM 10 A.M
A M TO 9P.M.
9P M ’ and supported
‘CLOSED
by parking at other road areas

•

Renovation of 40 odd roads to accommodate NMT facilities
according to IRC guidelines. All the metro stations are supposed to
accommodate NMT facilities.

Poor walking infrastructure in Delhi

Captive walker in poor neighbourhood (Govindpuri and Zaffrabad): Traffic and people on
collision course…..

- Discontinuous, poorly paved footpaths, and not easily accessible
- Height and width of pavements violate norms
- Poor signages, no pedestrian refuge islands -- crosswalks are ordeal
- No kerbed ramps or blended crossings to access the crosswalk facilities
- Exposure to traffic very high.

Source: CSE

Jay walking….asserting their right to cross where
convenient
But car centric design does not allow safe, quick and
shortest crossing

Sai Chowk, Patparganj

Scindia House, CP

Seamless and signal free traffic is interrupting shortest direct route for
pedestrians. This is inciting jay walking
Source: CSE

Retrofitting changes…..

• Sidewalks are now being
rebuilt in Delhi

Connaught
g Place

Source: CSE

Need walkways to improve
usage of pubic transport

Dedicated lanes for bicycles and pedestrians
G Tiwari

This is an air pollution control measure
Walking and cycling lane in the bus rapid transit corridor

BRT Corridor

Parking policy to control air pollution
•

Parking -- most wasteful uses of cars: For about 90 to 95 per cent of the time a car is
parked.

•

Insatiable demand for land: In Delhi cars uses up 10.8% city’s urbanised area. The forest
cover in Delhi is 11.5 %.

•

Bengaluru the land requirement for parking is more than 120 football fields in a year. In Delhi
equal to 310 football fields

•

Inequitous use of land: Poor families get less land (about 18-20 sqm of land to build hous
than car parking slot (23 sq m) The car owning minority using up more road space and urban
space.

Reform parking pricing
Global
Gl
b l studies
t di show
h
:
Shifting from free to cost
recovery parking rates can
reduce automobile
commuting by 10-30 per
cent especially if linked
with other transportation
choices
People
p will opt
p for
alternatives; delay journey
to avoid peak parking
charges; or go somewhere
else……

Indian cities have the lowest parking
rates in the world

Parking
g and clean air
It is still not clear to many how parking management and restraints
can reduce air pollution and give public health benefits
Boston froze their parking requirements at a level that is only 10 per cent
higher than the 1973 level to meet the Federal clean air standards.
New York: very high parking fees and limited parking supply have lowered
car ownership far below the average rates in other US cities.
Amsterdam -parking fees expanded to meet EU directives regarding NO2
and PM10 emissions. Car plate numbers are registered with emissions
information. Trucks are allowed to unload for a maximum of 15 minutes
i spots
in
t where
h
th
they are nott allowed
ll
d tto park
k
Zurich considers total NO2 emissions when determining the amount of
parking to be allowed.
Aizawl, Sikkim have made proof of parking mandatory for purchase
of cars; High Court of Jodhpur has given similar direction
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Bengaluru: takes steps to expand pay and
park scheme
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike decision in September
2013: New pay and park scheme to be expanded to cover 85
roads.
So far, only two streets had paid parking scheme
Roads classified into premium parking
parking, business parking and
ordinary parking. Hourly tariff is proposed -- Rs 15, Rs 10 and
Rs 5 for two-wheelers and Rs 30, Rs 20 and Rs 10 respectively.
Provision of yearly revision of parking fee linked to wholesale
price index
Parking Information System and parking meters
Speed up implementation

Final blow: Higher taxes on
buses than cars
Tax burden on buses (in lakhs)

Rationalise taxes on transport
Buses bear significantly
g
y higher
g
tax burden in India

-- Buses pay more taxes than cars

5.69

350000
300000

-- 12th five year plan documents
states
t t – taxes
t
can be
b a quarter
t off
the total costs of bus operations

2,90,431

250000

5
4

200000
150000

-- Tax concessions available for
metros but not buses

6

Tax per
vehicle-km

100000
50000

2

0.44
30,521

0

3

2.39

Annual
tax

1
0

2 725
2,725

Two wheeler
Total annual tax per vehicle

Cars

Bus
Total tax per vehicle-km

In Delhi; metro pays
less tax than bus
• Metro gets wide range of tax exemption
property tax, sales tax, capital gains tax,
custom excise
custom,
excise, income tax etc
etc.
• But buses pay
property tax,
tax octroi,
octroi excise,
excise entry tax,
tax VAT,
VAT
central excise, custom duty, excise duty on
consumption excise and VAT on spare
consumption,
parts, motor vehicle tax, advertisement tax
• Metro
M t needs
d bus;
b
last
l t mile
il connectivity
ti it

Lesson from Delhi

Even after putting 23% of its geographical area under road
network Delhi is still the most polluted and gridlocked
It now has to take pollution emergency action
With odd and even formula it will take off at least 50% of the
vehicle from the roads from Januaryy 1
Delhi would need to take more steps for durable impact –
parking policy as a car restraint measure; fiscal
measures, scaled up integrated public transport systems
and many more…...
Desperate times need desperate measures…
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Action Agenda
g
for air Pollution control
Reduce emissions from vehicles
Leapfrog
p g emissions standards
Reinvent mobility
Need zero emission mandate
Reduce emissions from power plants
Tighter control on coal based power plants
Replace coal based power plants
Set new standards for NOx and air toxics
Shift to natural gas for power – insist GOI provides clean gas
Reduce emissions from air polluting industry
Review the challenges of industrial emissions and control measures
Reduce emissions from generator sets
Tighter emission standards for generator sets
Siting and acoustic measures for big gen sets
Energy efficiency measures to reduce electricity demand
Action on open burning and brick kilns
M it i and
Monitoring
d awareness campaign
i
Road dust and construction activities
Adopt dust control measures for construction industry, roads, and traffic
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Integrate health cost benefit in decision
making
g process….
p
Account for health cost in decision making: Valuation of acute and
chronic illnesses must be linked to decision on air pollution control
measures.
measures
World Bank study (July, 2013):
• Outdoor air pollution is 29% of the total environmental damages
• Health cost of PM10 is 3% of GDP
• But PM10 mitigation will cost less than 1% of GDP
• Annual savings from health benefits can be more than USD 100
billion
•But our policies do not respond to such evidences……
•Other
O h governments integrate
i
health
h l h cost criteria
i i to justify
j if the
h
investments.
In the US – Total cost of Tier 2 emissions standards for light
duty heavy duty and non
duty,
non-road
road vehicles rules together
expected to cost USD 11 billion.
But the total benefits estimated to be USD 175
106

Cities are moving away from car centric
infrastructure……….

Let us manage the health risk transition well….
The question that we face is not …….
………whether we should implement strict controls,
but how soon the controls should be put in place….

W cannott afford
We
ff d to
t wait……………..
it

Towards livable cities……

Thank You

